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The link of York’s Board of Governors (bog) 
to the apartheid system in South Africa is still 
an issue. Despite the recent resignation of 
Sonja Bata from the bog, members of the York 
Student Movement Against Apartheid 
(ysmaa) claim there are other members sitting 
on York’s Board who represent companies 
with extensive investments in South Africa.

ysmaa members were present at a June 19 
convocation ceremony to protest the contra
diction of awarding an honourary degree to an 
anti-apartheid leader while bog members 
associated with South African investment.

York awarded an honourary Doctor of Law 
degree to Walter Sisulu, a founding member of 
the African National Congress (ANC), the 
movement committed to ending apartheid. 
Sisulu has been imprisoned since 1963.

The ysmaa demonstration was peaceful. 
Protesters carried signs and distributed pam
phlets outlining their position. The ysmaa 

granted permission to demonstrate at the 
convocation ceremony.

The distributed pamphlet stated that while 
5 the York community applauds the significant 
S gesture by York University in its acknowl- 
p edgement of the efforts of people like Walter

^,ed several times last week as over 3.800 students gmduatedWIth tire^ather generally Séulu. . «J 
S? *» Rœs Burning ramp. A lone bagpiper commenced eacn ceremony_______

__________________________________  ____________________________ _ B m Ames Ltd.), both of which strengthen the apar-

Theft to result in the expulsion of 5a
student senator and council members 3^5^35

EEHEESthe day after that. committee Some of the students facing expulsion have have aii unions at York recognize the efforts of
Norman Bethune College council 1 ?C ^ \1nclediblv unjust because been connected with a series of thefts from the the ysmaa

members and a student senator are among five regwjdmj; himselQ is d bly ^ servery, which Barwick.said added uptomas- „The main issue is t0 get York students to do
York students facing severe disciplinary action L™^®k slid^‘This has disrupted my whole sive amounts of food cached '" a residence what other university students are doing, says
following a theft from a Complex II servery on Barwick said, this nas a p room as well as more liquor stored in Bethune s Himbara> “finding out what the university
May 9. The Bethune disciplinary committee formed weight room. does with its money, if its investing m corpora-

The theft was reported by Bethune’s Lexicon to investigate the theft has recommended to the J^^u^BethuneTeTidence tutor John lions that invest. m f^dtfiieYork situation 
editor Michael Barwick, who himself faces the administration that the four other students be ^^pa®,aney and including Bethune Council ThC ^information is available concerning
loss ofhis editorship and of a residence donship expelled from the university. These are So Ch • rDerson jju Rabjohn, would not discuss toseewh investments in corporations
because of his alleged involvement. "°o"f tïe comLtee, or details of the

Barwick said that he reported the theft after Leung, Bethune s External Affairs Rep.^ ^ theft Bethune Master David Lumsden also w,tHimbara notes that the University of 
he discovered a group of people “partying” in ^mstriing, a ^ resi(Je’nce student. would not discuss the matter until the commit- Toronto> McGill and many universities in the
the Lexicon office in the evening of May 9, who ^incla - . f-onfessed to oarticipating in tee finishes dealing with appeals, at which time United states have well developed “divest-
had brought with them stolen liquor and All involved ha P Bethune will issue a written statement, he said. ment» organizations. Himbara says to date the
“S200.00-S300.00 worth” of stolen food. th™„ who had a high profile politically last Provost Tom Meinenger is also re uctant to ysmaa have ”no idea” about the extent to
Charged by a disciplinary committee with hav- L ’uir „f the® successful “No" cam- talk about the matter saying only that he is is involved in South African
ing prior knowledge of the theft and mth hav- build- "aware that allegations have been made and

ing joined the party Barwick said he tried WP- # of lhe Food and Bever- heard” concerning the theft,
unsuccessfully to notify Bethune Mas b .,

Body discovered in York residence building
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by DAVID BYRNES

Two

investment.

i d ei n s
by IAN BAILEY

The body of a man was found in the garbage 
pactor of the York graduate residence at 2 

Assiniboine Road on June 24.
In a statement made to the press during the 

day, investigating officer Sergeant Vaughan 
O’Toole reported that the body was that of a 
male in his ’20s, who was found by the building 
superintendent, Jack Collins, at 10:20 a.m. A 
post-mortem was scheduled to follow the rem
oval of the body. O’Toole said the death was 
being treated as a homicide.

Adrienne McLennan, Director of Informa
tion at the Public Affairs Department of the 
Metro Police, said the body has not been 
identified.

“It was not known by someone who was 
believed to have known everyone in the build
ing," McLennan said.

During the day the building was sealed off by 
officers conducted a floor-by-floor
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Calumet College to join 
CYSF as affiliate member

This could be you!
When journalism is your only hope, don’t be 

caught with your back to the water. There are oth
ers just like you at Excalibur. When it gets down to 
sink or swim, come on over and rake mud with the 

friendly Excalibur staff.

become incorporated into CYSF following full 
membership. At this time Calumet does not 
want to relinquish its trust fund. Garant said 
that negotiations are currently taking place 
between Calumet and CYSF over the trust 
fund issue.

CYSF president Reya Ali said negotiations 
over the trust fund issue could result in a 
limited time control where Calumet would 
have control over its trust fund for two years 
before becoming fully incorporated into CYSF.

A plan for revamping CYSF is currently circu
lating among the colleges. This plan is the 
result of discussions between Ali and the col
leges. Ali said his new plan for CYSF includes a 
more active council in terms of internal moni
toring of the administration as well as an active 
academic focus with more input into academic 
policy from student government. Ali cited 
cysf’s ineffective action during last year’s 
strikes as an example of the improvements he 
would like to make so that if a similar situation 
arises this year the students will be sufficiently 
represented.

Ali said that Calumet’s decision to partici
pate in CYSF is “a very positive step,” adding he 
is “optimistic” that other non-member colleges 
might be incorporated into CYSF by the fall.

by ELLIOTT SHIFF
Calumet College will be joining the Council of 
the York Student Federation (cysf) as an affil
iate member when student council reconvenes 
in the fall.

Calumet chairperson Lesley Garant said the 
college’s decision to rejoin CYSF was largely due 
to the good relationship between representa
tives fo the college and past cysf president 
Chris Summerhayes and current president 
Reya Ali.

Garant said “a strong representative student 
government is essential at this time,” adding 
“Calumet is trying to take an interest in the 
university as a whole.” The decision to rejoin 
CYSF was arrived at during a general meeting 
held in March. As an affiliate member, 
Calumet will have one voting member as 
opposed to the three votes assigned to full col
lege members in CYSF.

Garant termed Calumet’s affiliate member
ship “a trial period” whereby representatives 
from the college will monitor the student coun
cil to see if it is providing an effective forum for 
solving problems.

Another reason for Calumet seeking affiliate 
status is the issue of college trust funds which
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Come to 111 Central Square 
on Thursday, July 4 at High Noon 

for The First Big Summer Staff Meet.. i|
I

1

classified
APPLE SOFTWARE (thousands availa
ble) tor 11+. ME. IIC at low cost. Documen
tation for rent Dysan 5'/«” SS/SD=$22.90 
SS/DD=$24 90. On campus 667-0626

PENPALS IN CANADA wanted urgently; 
all ages Write: PEN SOCIETY, (D.25) 
Chorley, Lancs, England.mj EXPERIENCED, SKILLED TUTOR avail
able in calculus, statistics, physics, chem
istry. Practice tests and exams also 
available 653-5492

7 ji
UNWANTED HAIR? Eliminate facial, 
body, or bikini line hair permanently. 
(Eyebrow shaping too!) Medically 
approved. For free consultation call B 
Craig Electrolysis 881-9040

I
% ,3f

PROFESSIONAL EDITING—Reasonable 
rates Pay for 2.000-word estimates only if 
satisfied with work. B.A. English litera
ture, M.S.S. (Master of Social Services). 
465-5774M

'• ^ Jt* i

HOME TYPING/WORD PROCESSING-
Fast, reasonable. On Apple Macintosh 
Specialty: cassette transcriptions. 
Manuscripts, etc Bathurst-Sheppard 7- 
day service. Gail: 636-4640.

% \
' m:

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL STREET WRI
TERS this summer. If you’re strolling 
along Yonge St. and see some dubious- 
looking characters selling books these 
are Canadian artists and you might want 
to support them. It's fun and it's cheap 
and they write good books.

■ THE CYO NEEDS VOLUNTEERS to
operate morning camps for young child
ren and others to provide evening recrea
tional services to teens. If interested 
please call 920-2393.

-! ti. .

CLASS OF ’85: Rain didn’t deter this procession of graduands 
and the press to convocation ceremonies. At right, a squirrel 
secretly aspires to higher education beneath the hat of an 
unsuspecting graduand. Similar attempts by elephants and 
hippos were not quite so successful.

STUDENT ENTREPRENEUR-You have 
a talent or skill which you would like to 
turn into your own part-time or summer 
Business, but you are not sure where to 
begin I can help you get off the ground 
with solid, useful advice and ass.stance. 
F. Margel 229-6171, evngs.

TYPING SERVICE
Essays, theses, 

manuscipts, letters.
— IBM Selectric— 

Dufferin Steeles area. 
From 90C per page 

Phone Carole at 669-5178.
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^ PART-TIME ^THE FUTURECOPY PLACE

MALE / FEMALE• THESES AND RESUMES
• SELF-SERVICE COPYING
• SELF-SERVICE TYPING
• CERLOX BINDING
• PASSPORT PICTURES

Applications will be accepted for part-time year round positions immediately 
available.

Positions involve 3 - 5 hour shifts, 5 days a week, twilight, midnight or very early 
morning hours convenient to most school schedules; no week-ends; excellent 
wages and benefits. Work involves strenuous physical exertion loading, unloading, 
and sorting packages. Sort and safe work method training provided.

Applicants must be 18 years of age or older and should not be seeking full time 
employment, or be otherwise gainfully employed.

MON-THURS 8 am - 8 pm 
FRI 8 am - 6 pm 
SAT 10 am - 5 pm

UNIVERSITY CITY 
SHOPPING 

CENTRE 
65 FOUR WINDS DR.

663-0042

s 5.
7 3FOUR WINDS S

POSITIONS AVAILABLE: HOURS: START RATE:

* Package Handlers
* Package Handlers
* Package Positioners

5:45 p.m. Twilight Shift 
11:00 p.m. Midnight Shift 
4:00 a.m. Morning Shift

6.50/Hr.
6.50/Hr.
7:00/Hr.Did You Drop out of School?

If you left school for social or financial reasons, you 
now enter the University of Toronto through 

a special program.

The Transitional Year Program is a one-year, 
full-time preparatory course for adults. Students 
enrol at the University of Toronto and are eligible 
for financial assistance.

For information call Keith Allen at 978-6832.

can APPLY IN PERSON

MONDAYS
FRIDAYS

6:00 - 8:00 p.m. 
2:00 - 5:00 p.m.

JOB LOCATION
ORLANDO DRUNITED PARCEL SERVICE CANADA LTD. 

3195 Airway Drive, Malton 

(Airport Rd. & American Dr.)
Transitional Year Program

University of Toronto 
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A1

I AIRWAY DR5ÎÊvkf o

A kivi
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AMERICAN DR
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Lucas factory. These movies are exam
ples of what Andrew Britton has called 
‘Reaganite entertainment.’

SgggSSSSSfi

Criticism journal mmUp
*
*MSllillililwi(It is ironic that the Gipper, never 

more than a footnote to movie history 
as an actor, has become infinitely 
more influential on Hollywood since 
he has stopped acting.) Wood is abso
lutely right when he points out that 
we have gone from movies that ques
tioned America’s involvement in East 
Asia (The Deer Hunter, Coming

M
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of mainstream film
By ALEX PATTERSON

omewhere between the gushings 
of the publicists' best friend 
George Anthony and the idiosyn

cratic intellectualizing of Pauline Kael 
lies a gap in film criticism. cineAction!, 
new on the York campus, fills that 
gap, and puts particular emphasis on 
"Marxism/socialism, feminism and gay thoughtful examinations and the latter

are B-grade action flicks which treat a 
tragic war as an excuse for bloodbaths 
in exotic locales. This rewriting of 
recent American history, this new kill- 
them-gooks attitude towards the war 
is, according to the author, the movie 
industry's jump on the neo
conservative bandwagon.

S Home) to movies that celebrate it 
(Uncommon Valor, Missing in Action, 
Rambo: Second Blood) since the 1980 
election of the Republicans. It is also 
true that the former group are

liberation.”
but one can only lay so much blame 
on “the law of the father” before the 
reader cries “uncle!” Wood also 
assumes that the ‘Force’ in the Star

short, Out of the Blue, Tell Me a Rid
dle and Bertrand Tavernier's DeathSubtitled “A magazine of radical 

film criticism”, cineAction! comes to 
us from a collective of York profes
sors, local filmmakers and friends. Two 
names stand out on the list of editors:

Watch, (each of which is given inten
sive scrutiny) didn’t conform to the 

Wars series and the mysterious powers spirit of the age. Florence Jacobowitz 
in Ghost Busters are “obvious stand- and Lori Spring’s article on Tell Me a 
ins for nuclear energy.” They could be Riddle, a forgotten drama with Mel- 
standing in for many things, nuclear 
power among them, but is this really 
so obvious?

Atkinson College’s enfant terrible 
Robin Wood, and Movie contributor 
Andrew Britton, whose writing does 
not appear in this first issue, but who 
is quoted by two other essayists. All 
members of the collective, including 
the ghost of Andrew Britton, are 
committed to speaking of film within 
its socioeconomic context; putting the old Oedipus and company are given

quite a workout. Aspects of psycho
analysis are compatible with the femi
nist concerns of some of the

vyn Douglas and Lila Kedrova, conveys 
the authors’ passion for the work, and 
makes the reader want to seek it out

Other points aren’t argued quite so 
convincingly: there is also a Freudian 
element at work in Wood’s criticism 
which weakens some otherwise strong 
cases. Here it is asked to do more than

and view it. Each article is guaranteed 
to provoke a reaction, one way or the 
other. You might be stimulated, you 
might be irritated, but you will never 
be bored.

The rest of the issue is devoted to 
films from the last few years which 
have been unjustly neglected by the 
public and sometimes by the critics as 
well. This is not just the championing 
of the underdog for which intellectu
als are famous; these films were 
ignored not simply because they wer
en’t promoted adequately, but 
because of “their problematic nature 
in relation to . . . current cinema.” In

it can cope with, and consequently

politics back into the discussion. On 
this, the editors are as one, though 
their politics may vary somewhat in 
prime areas of concern, as do their 
styles of criticism. While occasionally 
slipping into a reliance upon ill- 
defined catch-phrases (e.g. patriarchal 
capitalism, Oedipal trajectory), they 
generally manage to avoid the more 
convoluted excesses to which this

As well as steering clear 
of the worst of semiotic 
jargon-mongering, 
cineAction! stays out of 
the potholes of boredom 
occupied by Cinema 
Canada.

contributors—Freud’s notions of the 
importance of the father can be app
lied to feminist notions of patriarchy—

cin eACTION! $2 00 
Spring 85

kind of writing is prey. A MAGAZINE OF FtADICAL FILM CRITICISM No 1

This new kill-them-gooks 
attitude towards the war 
is ... the movie indus
try’s jump on the neo
conservative bandwagon.

The authors state in their foreward 
that their intention is to provide 
“alternatives to what is generally avail
able.” This they have done. cineAc
tion! is a lively and welcome addition 
to the local arts scene, worth looking 
for and, at $2.00 for 24 pages with no 
advertising, worth picking up.

V

mAs well as steering clear of the worst 
of semiotic jargon-mongering, cineAc
tion! stays out of the potholes of 
boredom occupied by Cinema Can
ada. Essentially a trade paper for the 
Hollywood North crowd, Cinema 
Canada is strictly white bread com
pared to cineAction! The new maga
zine is not afraid to offend, and 
doesn't mince words when it comes to 
what it feels is a massive swing to the 
Right in popular entertainment. Robin 
Wood’s article “80s Hollywood: Dom
inant Tendencies” (nice pun) acts as a 
kind of lead-in to the others, which 
discuss one specific film apiece. 
Wood’s essay is from his forthcoming 
book Hollywood from Vietnam to 
Reagan, which will be published by 
Columbia University Press this Sep
tember. It sets the tone for the rest of 
the magazine by investigating what 
value-systems are at work in the most 
popular films of the last few years, 
especially those from the Spielberg/

WE CAN HELP YOU 
PREPARE FOR: JÆT
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Above, cover of cine
Action! shows Linda 
Manz in Out of the Blue. 
Left, Manz and director/ 
actor Dennis Hopper.
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EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
OF CANADA LTD

The test preparation 
specialist since 1938FREE IBM SOFTWAREpublic Rruiii COCAINE:

It s nothing 
to sniff at

MONDAY, JULY 8, 1985 • 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
ARF AUDITORIUM, 33 RUSSELL STREET

COME
VISIT
OUR

CENTRE

350 Programs 
$9/disk, $.09/page 

Bought, sold, traded. 
For free catalogue,

Call Days, Eves. & Weekends

967-4733
720 Spadina Ave. Suite 410 

Toronto, Ont. MBS 2T9 
Other Centers in More Than 

100 Major U S Cities 4 Abroad

callFREE Luc Sponsorea by
ADDICTION RESEARCH FOUNDATION Terry at 596-0180 (afternoons)
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Student councils 
must have more 
responsible reps

[mce evEt^iwv 
^Yes ste., iris 
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Y • J - ■*The recent theft from a campus cafeteria by promi
nent York student politicians demonstrates the need 
for more concerned students to get involved and give 
responsible representation.

This Bethune theft is just the latest in a tiresome 
list of examples of irresponsible student government

y . • miiii i

8•7«

PK •-iover the past year.
Last year, half of the Atkinson College Student 

Association, including the President, had to resign 
after it was discovered that they were not even eligi
ble for office, because they were not registered in any 

The former CYSF president got himself

\ /
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courses.
embroiled in a scandal by failing to show up at an 
event with a rented van funded by student fees. 
$700.00 was stolen from CYSF last year by someone 
who had access to the office. Last year’s CYSF Direc- 

of External Affairs had to be removed from 
office for not doing any work. A Vanier College 
council President acted ridiculously out of line by 
stealing an entire press run of Vandoo because he 
personally found it offensive.

Now comes the news that two Bethune Council 
members and a Student Senator will be expelled 
from the University because of their involvement in 
several thefts of food and liquor from a campus 
cafeteria. This is a further disgrace to York and a 
further blemish on the credibility of our leaders in

YftSlR,
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student government.
This theft combined with other examples or irres

ponsibility should anger students whose trust is 
being abused by some student politicians. Given the 
perennial lack of interest and low voter turnout dis
played by York students (out of 10,000 students who 
pay for CYSF only 1,700 bothered to vote for CYSF 
President this year) there appears to be a logic with 
all of the problems we have student government— 
York students are getting what they deserve.
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“No bread.
Then bring me 

some toast.”
Punch, 1852
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Letters1

zines sprouting up. All it takes is a few 
bucks, some paper, access to a duplicat
ing system (xerox, mimeo, ditto, carbon 
paper).

existere, somehow, is seen by majjy as 
the literary magazine at York University 
for student writers to be published in. I 
think that every student enrolled in crea
tive writing should be actively self- 
publishing if they are truly interested in 
getting their work into the public eye. 
There’s certainly no shame in self- 
publishing. In my experience, it’s the best 
way for a non-mainstream poet or fic- 
tioneer to gain an audience. I’ve sold out 
two editions of 1,000 copies of my poetry 
and short stories—more books than I 
could hope to sell even through a larger 
literary press such as Coach House or 
Oberon.

If Vanier College really wants to put 
money into creative writing on campus, 
York students might be better served if 
the college gave out $20 mini-grants to 
individual writers who could then pub
lish postcards, posters, or pamphlets of 
their own work. Vanier could possibly 
even make available a catalogue of publi
cations that they have sponsored.

With writers editing and publishing 
their own work, Vanier College would no 
longer have to waste that ludicrous 
amount of money on a staid dinosaur 
with a reputation for publishing its edi
tors and their pals.

Excal sets example, 
YSMAA leader says

and assist us achieve our principle objec
tive: To make York University begin to 
actively identify itself with the interna
tional campaign to isolate the South 
African racist regime.

—Himbara 
York Student Movement 

Against Apartheid

Editor:
Excalibur must be commended for last 

month’s editorial which acknowledged 
the efforts of the York Student Move
ment Against Apartheid. In doing so, 
your paper joined forces with those 
around the community, who seek to con
tribute to the isolation of South Africa’s 
racist regime.

South Africa’s apartheid system, as 
most of us are aware, has been aptly 
termed a crime against humanity; 
although racial discrimination is prac
ticed in other parts of the world, South 
Africa is the only country which has a 
legal framework which entrenches racial 
discrimination. Under this framework,
87% of the country’s territory has been 
reserved for whites (16% of South Afri
ca’s population). 22 million blacks (72% 
of the population) have been allocated to 
13% of the most barren lands called 
“Bantustans” where unemployment 
often rises as high as 80% and where mal
nutrition results in the death of 50% of 
the children.

In the context of the York community, 
your coverage of anti-apartheid efforts is 
crucial as more people get informed 
about this crime against humanity.
I ndeed it is hoped that your editorial will prestigious creative writing program, it s 
set an example which all other groups, pretty surprising that there aren’t a whole 
associations, unions and clubs will follow lot of real “independent” literary maga-
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Existere not only 
writing outlet at York

Editor:
I was very glad to see Gary Barwin’s 

letter in the May 28 Excalibur, in which he 
discussed the failings of York’s invisible 
lit-mag, existere, and suggested possible 
alternatives to its boring, stuffy form.

Oddly, though, Barwin refers to exis
tere as the “only independent creative 
writing magazine regularly appearing on 
campus from year to year.” existere is 
funded by Vanier College and so I think it 
hardly rates as “independent.” I think 
this is an important point because if the 
money was coming out of the editors’ 
own pockets, we could expect a much 
finer product with a lot more enthusiasm 
surrounding it. And at a university as 
large as York, especially with its fairly

m iflorid Awona Ted Christensen
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—Stuart Ross 

Editor, Proper Tales Press 
and Mondo Hunkamooga
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FEATURES
THE

ZARNETT 
III ZONEllll Fuentes book sheds light 

on Latin American conflict■ I

i
ment for social reform in either of the 
superpowers’ spheres to be branded as 
foreign inspired, organized or insti
gated. But, as Fuentes points out, no 
revolution that is artificially instigated, 
that is without popular support, can 
succeed. “It was not Louis XVI who 
imposed revolution on the Thirteen 
Colonies,” he writes, “and it is not the 
Soviet Union who can impose revolu
tion on Latin America...movements 
without a true indigenous base fail, out 
of their own artificiality.”

Fuentes does more than diagnose the 
political illness from which Latin Amer
ica suffers; he also prescribes a system of 
reform that would benefit not only the 
nations of South and Central America, 
but also the United States and the other 
industrialized nations of the northern 
hemisphere. Most of the ideas for 
reform that Fuentes discusses are not, 
of course, of his own invention—he 
borrows heavily from the Contadora 
Peace Initiative and from other experts 
on Third World development such as 
Lord HaroldLever of Britain—but 
Fuentes’ ability to communicate these 
ideas coherently and succinctly makes 
At War With The Past vital reading for 
anyone who wants to know more of the 
Latin America that lies smoldering 
behind the headlines.

At War With The Past also comes at a 
time when an understanding of Latin 
American politics is essential. With the 
United States trembling on the brink of 
another Vietnam, with the debt crisis 
giving the international banking frater
nity their worst nightmares since 1929, 
with revolutions pending in Chile,Peru, 
El Salvador, Nicaragua and elsewhere, 
an ignorance of those lands far to south 
of our own neutral borders is not only 
foolish, it could be dangerous.

ical, irrational rhetoric pouring from 
Washington since Castro’s rise to 
power, At War With The Past is a plea 
for reason, a defence of Latin America’s 
sovereignty, as much as an analysis of 
the politicians’ lack of reason and the 
interventionist policies of Imperial 
Spain and Imperialist America. Indeed, 
the title At War With The Past is almost 
a misnomer, for it becomes clear fairly 
early on that Fuentes considers Latin 
America to be in the midst of a long 
standing struggle with the ‘manifest des
tiny’ of the U.S. as much as with its own 
autocratic tradition; the tradition of the 
‘caudillo,’ or strongman dictators that 
have dominated the Latin American 
political scene since the days of the 
conquistadors.

Basically, Fuentes charges that the 
longstanding U.S. doctrine of Manifest 
Destiny has transformed the land of the 
free into a “democratic empire.” He 
also claims that Washington, conve
niently forgetting the intervention of the 
Bourbon Kings in the American Revo
lution, has hypocritically denounced 
revolutions in Latin America as being 
instigated by a foreign (ie. Soviet) power 
hostile to the U.S., and that it is the 
“national independence of the countries 
to the south of the United States that 
bothers the governments of the United 
States; more than ideological (ie. 
Marxist-Leninist) tags it can certainly 
live with.”

In Fuentes’ view, the world has been 
dominated by bi-polarism—“the dual 
hegemony of the United States and the 
Soviet Union”—with each super power 
carving out its own “sphere of influ
ence” which, in pre-Second World War 
terms, would have been called empires. 
It is this bi-polar system, he says that 
has caused every revolution or move-

By MARTIN ZARNETT
This is thefirst of a regular series ofcolumns by Martin Zarnett, an 
Osgoode student who has had wide experience in York student 
politics since he came here four years ago, including two years as a 
student representative on the Board of Governors. Since nobody 
else would listen to Martin's outlandish ideas, he came to us. 
Martin told us "there are dynamics which are not easily visible 
from the surface" here at York. " Good enough Martin" we said, 
and off he went, paper and pencil in hand. The following is thefirst 
of Martin’s "underlying dynamics."

by GARY SYMONS

Latin America: At War With The Past
by Carlos Fuentes
Published by CBC Enterprises, 1985

When most politicians, scholars or 
novelists delve into the complex prob
lems facing Latin America in the 20th 
Century, the result is often a one-sided 
affair, written from the perspective of 
the author’s particular discipline. The 
famed Mexican scholar, diplomat, and 
award winning novelist Carlos Fuentes 
is not, however, bound by any such lim
itations. The latest product of Fuentes’ 
broad and penetrating intellect is Latin 
America: At War With The Past, a con
cise, insightful synthesis of the political, 
historical and social factors that trans
formed 16th Century Spanish America 
into the Latin America of today.

Published by CBC Enterprises from 
last year’s Massey Lecture series of the 
same name. At War With The Past is far 
too brief to give a thorough overview of 
Latin America’s problems, past and 
present, but Fuentes does manage to 
succinctly outline the historical roots of 
the present crisis in the region, and to 
suggest practical solutions for an insane 
situation. Fuentes deals particularly 
well with the historical relationship 
between Latin America and the United 
States, and the book acquires more 
importance for the rare breath of sanity 
it brings to issues that have ignited 
bloody wars and revolutions through
out the region, and stymied U.S. policy 
makers since the bungled Bay of Pigs 
operation. Amid the waves of hypocrit-

I t has been observed by more than one visitor to the York 
campus that our University in the winter looks more like an 
Arctic weather station than an institution of higher learning. 
Others have commented that the fields at the southeast portion 
of the campus give the University the distinction of having the 
most productive pasture land next to the refineries across Keele 
Street. In fact, a group at York a number of years ago seriously 
proposed that in order to alleviate student unemployment the 
empty fields at York could be farmed. The one thing I remember 
from my old days in Geography is that York University sits on 
some of the best farmland in Southern Ontario.

Farming aside, what I am writing about is the aesthetic 
quality of the York campus and how trees and other plants 
would vastly improve the appearance of some of the monoliths 
which we call buildings at York. As I will briefly explain below, 
my travels as a student member of the Board of Governors led 
me to sit on the Arboretum Committee. This body allowed me to 
voice my concerns with others who shared my views; that York 
University would be vastly improved if it undertook to establish 
and implement a long term program of forestation. This would 
include the planting of trees, shrubs and other flora on the York 
University campus.

I became a member of the committee largely because my 
predecessor on the Board, John Weston, was committed to 
improving life at York by planting trees. As a graduate of 
Harvard University, John clearly understood that part of the 
atmosphere at Cambridge was literally “rooted” in its trees. A 
walk through Harvard Yard would confirm this point.

York University lacks old and majestic trees where groups of 
students, faculty and staff can go to sit and relax, study or read. 
An old weeping willow and a magnificient maple outside the 
Scott Library would certainly have quite an attraction at this 
time of the year. At the University of Pennsylvania, the only 
other University which I have attended, Locust Walk, the focal 
point of campus, was lined with 100 year old locust trees which 
inspired among other things study, thought and conversation.

To be fair, this is only York’s twenty-fifth year. It’s a bit too 
early for big trees.However the present situation should not deter 
those who want to plant trees now. It has been said, and I 
concur, that to plant a tree today is one of the most charitable 
pursuits that one could undertake, because the person who 
plants the tree does it for future generations to enjoy.

John Weston had a number of ideas which I believe should be 
shared with the entire campus. He proposed a long term plan of 
action, with financial support from the administration and other 
sources which would give Y ork the type of environment which it 
.deserves. This forestation would be an integral part of the 
overall plan of physical development on campus.

John proposed to generate interest among alumni, many of 
whom maintain little or no connections with the campus after 
graduation. The University would establish a program whereby 
alumni could donate trees to York. This type of program would 
serve three purposes. The first purpose would be to link the 
donor with the University. Secondly, funds not normally 
forthcoming to York could be obtained. Thirdly, and most 
importantly, the campus would be the beneficiary of this 
program of forestation.

John’s concerns were with aesthetics. However, in addition to 
a general beautification, tree planting would assist in breaking 
the harsh winds which whip through our campus.

Potential donors of trees are not just students and former 
students. Staff and faculty who spend a great deal of time on 
campus would also be potential donors. Other ideas include the 
establishment of “real” corporate parks, where large 
corporations could donate specific trees to be planted within 
specific areas. Not only would the corporation be identified but 
goodwill and the potential for future donations and other 
activities would be established.

This plan would require funds, resources and leadership. 
While the Arboretum Committee has a handle on the scientific 
aspects of tree planting it needs a member of the upper 
administration or Board of Governors to lead it through the 
maze of red tape and internal jockeying that goes on for scarce 
funds.

A candidate for this position clearly would be Philip A. Lapp, 
the author of “Physical Planning Requirements at York 
University” better known as the Lapp Report. His expertise and 
experience would serve this committee well. While a topic as 
seemingly mundane as trees was not mentioned specifically in 
the Lapp Report, Mr. Lapp as well as President Arthurs 
understand that this campus is in need of some type of 
development, including physical development, in order to fulfill 
its potential.

While most people 
on campus were 
involved in the 
convocation 
ceremonies last 
week, this enter
prising young man 
got the best seat 
in the house 
among the 
branches of one of 
York University’s 
few trees. From 
his perch high 
above the Ross 
Building, our look
out man observed 
the movement of 
unusual cloud 
formations. Tree 
branch pruning 
remains one of the 
few pastimes not 
yet affected by the 
video age.
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York grads take High Park in new production
by JASON SHERMAN goal of the show,’’ he says, “is to have everyone has to be some way of reconciling the fact that

in this city see it. one can go from a lead character to a mere prop
d Antonio speaks of the projected stage, in the space of a few months. As far as going 

with a marked degree of respect, as “a mon- from Romeo to a page,” he continued, explain- 
strosity with 70-foot high platforms.” The ingwhy he was given a particular role, “I’m the 
playing area will cover just as much space only one in the cast who can play the flute. I feel 
horizontally as vertically, with the actors 
spread out over the now extended Dream site.
Being dwarfed physically, or being made to
appear as one with the landscape, appeals to The competition among the members of the 
the two actors in quite different ways. youngcompany for the choicest parts may well 
Although d’Antonio calls the project as a have approached d’Antonio’s observation that 
whole a “great educational experience" (hav
ing never encountered a Shakespeare play in aruges that everyone had a fairly equal shot at 
his York training, he calls it all “a foreign lan- taking on the part of, say, Benvolio. Trask, 
guage to me"), Trask offers something less of a however, says he “never felt that. I felt that 
rhetorical response. there was probably nothing I could do to alter

Although he speaks in a positive way about the role I was going to get." Trask’s comments, 
the workshops, he remarks that they are rather here and elsewhere, should be read in the 
“like practising your scales." In addition, manner in which they are originally spoken:
Romeo and Juliet happens to be a play Trask straightforward, thoughtful observations
appeared in at York, last year under the direc- about the work he is doing. Both he and d’An-
tionofNeil Freeman. The part Trask happened tonio share an intensity and enthusiasm for
to play was Romeo. their work which clearly manifests itself in the

“It’s a little frustrating,” he says, “for me to way they express their thoughts. Reduced to
have to sit through the readings listening to the black and white of a newspaper article, it
people who don’t know the script. This is not would be easy to mistake lucidity for
simply a matter of sour grapes, although there griping.

At any rate, a young actor could do worse 
than to work with Martha Henry, David 
Smukler and R.H. Thompson. The workshops 
these and other actors held for the Young 
Company covered everything from voice and 
speech to firebreathing and swordfighting. 
Trask and d’Antonio feel that, with their back
ground at York, they are coming into this 
“big” production with what Trask calls “solid, 
good training." “I was made aware," he says, 
“of the vast potential in myself in theatre. 
Whether it's realized is up to me." He suggests 
taht without York, he would not have been able 
to go out into the world of theatre. d’Antonio, 
who entered York as a business student,

For recent theatre graduates Eric Trask 
and Alvaro d’Antonio, taking part in 
Toronto Free Theatre’s third Dream 

project in High Park represents opportunities 
won and possibilities unrealized. The two have 
landed positions in the project’s Young Com
pany, a sort of glorified extras group which, 
aside from taking part in the production, works 
with theatre professionals in a series of wide- 
ranging and intensive workshops prior to join
ing the main cast in rehearsal.

This pattern was established during the first 
Dream—so named for the production of that 
year and last, A Midsummer Night’s Dream— 
under the direction of the Free’s artistic direc
tor Guy Sprung. Sprung also directs this year’s 
offering, Romeo and Juliet. Trask and d’Anto
nio concur that the production is not, as the 
latter says, “an actor’s show ... bigness is the 
big thing." The key here is spectacle and story
line, and Sprung is being as merciless with his 
textual cuts as he is being inventive with his 
visual appeal. “If it were a ‘literary’ produc
tion,” says d’Antonio, “it wouldn’t hold in the 
park." Well, no, says Trask, but it certainly 
wouldn’t enjoy the large crowds expected: “one

as much a part of the company as anyone. I also 
know I’m doing something nobody else 
do."

can

“every actor counts his lines.” d’Antonio

sug
gests that Trask’s timidity in such a case might 
arise from “a lack of confidence." “No," says 
Trask, “I just would have been scatter
brained."

Romeo and Juliet plays at High Park, just east 
of the Grenadier Restaurant, from July 13 to 
August 11, Tuesday through Sunday at 8:15 
with Wednesday shows at 2:30. Performance 
confirmation: 368-2856. Bring a blanket, a pic
nic, your grandmother, a guitar, incence. And, 
oh yes, as the performance is free, we suggest a 
donation: support living artists.mere

Huston’s black comedy etp falls short 
a cunning ‘love story’ in double play

presentation

than—Hattie was pregnant before she was 
married! Amy Lee married for money! Eliza
beth’s husband has been seen with other 
women! Mclure needs the crutch of alcohol 
more than many drunkards: the “Lonestar” of 
the second half is a Texas beer, which does to 
the husbands what Tennessee sour mash does 
to the wives in the first.

Deborah McLean’s portrait of Elizabeth has 
a convincing air of lower-middle class resigna
tion to it, and her laugh is refreshingly 
unforced. Joni Wiegers makes some amusing 
facial contortions as harried Hattie, but she 
flails her arms and yells in a performance rather 
too big for this walk-in closet of an auditorium. 
Wanda Buchanan’s Amy Lee is bigger still, and 
would be outsized for any venue smaller than 
Maple Leaf Gardens. Mclure’s clumsy swipes 
at such sitting ducks as the hypocrisy and bigo
try of fundamentalist zealots make for a char
acter so hackneyed that it borders on camp, so 
Buchanan can be forgiven for resorting to wild 
exaggeration out of desperation. It may have 
seemed the only way to make the best of a bad 
situation, and no actor whould be saddled with 
lines like these.

The men of Lonestar fare even less well—I 
doubt if anyone could salvage this script. It 
should be tossed aside like a used beer can. In it 
Roy (Chris Owens) lurches drunkenly around 
the back alley behind a redneck saloon, remi
niscing to his submoronic younger brother Ray 
(Kevin Prentice) about his experiences in “Vit 
Nam" and with his car, which we are told 
repeatedly is a pink 1959 Thunderbird convert
ible. The car, which Roy associates with his 
youth, has been wrecked by Cletis (Stuart 
Dowling), Amy Lee’s husband and manager of 
the Maynard appliance store, who borrowed it 
for a joyride. Owens has a certain presence, 
though it would be best not to invite compari
sons with Paul Newman in Hud, as Elizabeth 
does. Prentice’s Ray makes Corner Pyle seem 
like a member of Mensa, and Dowling’s carica
ture of Cletis appears to have studied at the 
Don Knotts School of Dramatic Arts.

Mary Spriakis has provided ETP with 
another fine set. The junk-strewn alley is nicely 
detailed, complete with a threadbare couch 
from the back seat of a car. Paula DeJesus’ 
costumes, especially for the men (a John Deere 
baseball cap for Ray, plaid golf slacks and a 
plastic shirtpocket pen holder for Cletus) have 
been carefully assembled with an eye for small 
but significant touches. Jordan Merkur’s direc
tion again encourages the cast to physically 
abuse each other, and both the men and the 
women brawl, overturn props and throw cock
tails in eachother’s faces. The violence here, 
however, doesn’t ring as it did in Fortune, and 
seems like the proverbial drunk leaning against 
the lamp-post: more for support than 
illumination.

by RICK KUSH

zizzi’s Honor j$ a love story set in that 
adverse climate commonly known as big 

business. Charley Partanna (Jack Nicholson), 
chief hit-man apprenticing for chairmanship of 
one of America’s oldest and most influential 
crime families, the Prizzis, makes the mistake 
of falling for Irene Walker(Kathleen Turner), a 
girl from the wrong side of the tracks. In the 
present case, that division is not only socio
economic (bourgeois/upwardly mobile middle 
class), but also ethnic (Italian/Polish, though 
more characteristically wasp) and sexist (tradi
tional patriarchal/popular feminist). In the 
end, Charley’s real problem is not the Prizzi 
family’s reluctance to embrace his new bride, 
but whether or not he can accept her himself, 
for better and for worse.

Things turn to the worse when his beloved is 
caught in the act of stealing Prizzi money, and 
is exposed as a freelance “contractor" for the 
mob. Charley deals with this by simply stating: 
“1 look at you, I see what I want to see. That’s 
what love is. If you were anybody else, I’d blow 
you away!”

These are loaded lines contained in an 
extremely complex film—enhanced by the tal
ents of Nicholson, Turner and director John 
Huston, applied to a generic mélange of the 
gangster film./z/m noir, and black comedy from 
a screenplay by Richard Condon (WinterKills, 
The Manchurian Candidate) and Janet Roach. 
In light of its sophisticated construction, the 
most admirable aspect of Prizzi's Honor is its 
refusal to develop a more complicated, palata
ble representation of modern love.

Here is a film which takes as its subject the 
irresoluble contradictions between middle- 
class ideals and actual capitalist practice. Here 
the sanctity of human life and love, together 
with yuppie and pop feminist aspiration, 
realistically put in their place—brass-knuckled 
under by the exigencies of free enterprise.

But then nothing is sacred in black humor. In 
taking this sardonic, satirical approach, Hus
ton’s construction appears flawless on first 
viewing. His acute sensibility for the ambival
ence such a viewpoint reserves for its 
audience—there where we chokie on our 
laughter—allows for a graceful, immaculately 
precise play between narrative realism and self- 
conscious, materialist expression. Shrewdly 
and competently, he never oversteps those 
boundaries, for this is dangerous ground where 
just the slightest slip in either direction runs the

risk of viewer alienation.
This same control comes out in the acting.

Nicholson as Charley bravely struggles to hide b ,, FX PATFRcnM
the fact that he is really Jack Nicholson behind
an ambitious characterization. It is to Huston’s 1 onestar and Laundry and Bourbon are two 
and Nicholson’s credit that this endeavor never 1 icme-act plays that are sometimes per- 
succeeds entirely, that it is always presented as “"“^formed separately, but when put to- 
a conflict between performer and performance. gether, add up to one full-length play. Unfor- 
The star persona glares through the mask of the tunately, what they don’t add up to is good 
“All-American hood," and this is not only for theatre.
the convenience of viewer identification; the Eclectic Theatre Products (ETP), who made 
performance becomes another ring in Huston’s such an impressive debut recently with Fortune 
arena of stylistic play. and Men’s Eyes, are back at Tarragon’s Extra

In this respect, Turner is even more out- Space with their second outing, a dreary pair of
standing. Her popular image is less entrenched plays about dreary denizens of Maynard Texas,
than Nicholson’s, hence she is forced to rely circa 1970. The first, and the better half of this 
less on convention and more on invention James Mclure double bill, isZ.au««*yam7Æcmr- 
when grappling with this material. Turner gives bon, in which we meet Elizabeth (Deborah 
us an Irene whose fascinating beauty owes itself McLean), an unhappy housewife who make the 
to her unfathomably equivocal presentation. mistake of marrying the town stud. She is hang- 
With true cunning, Huston never allows us to ing her husband Roy’s boxer shorts on the 
place her: we are never sure that she really loves clothesline, despite his having disappeared sev- 
Charley, never certain whether Turner’s fre- eral days before. Her friend Hattie (Joni Wieg- 
quent, intentionally stilted acting is to be taken ers) comes a-calling to escape her three bratty 
as cynical parody or revelation of Irene’s children with some Jack Daniels and conversa- 
opportunistic deceptions. As she repeats the lion. Their woman-to-woman talk about Eli-
words, Yes, Charley, I love you,” Huston’s zabeth’s suspicions of pregnancy is soon inter
refusal to bring her into close-up is but one rupted by the unwelcome arrival of Amy Lee 
example of the many ways he resists full com- (Wanda Buchanan), the parsimonious and 
phance to stylistic transparency. obnoxious local social climber and Baptist

Turner’s puzzling performance coheres flaw- fundraiser. Amy Lee and Hattie have been
lessly with this highly suspect, cynical world. It feuding over the latter’s attempt to join the
is unfortunate that some of that same suspicion weekly bridge game at Amy Lee’s exclusive
must rub off on the way most audiences will country club. What is worse, they are both
receive this film. In order to make this radical wearing the same pink and white K-Mart dress, 
statement accessible, Huston is obliged to which was an old gag even before The Honey-
dothe it in highly entertaining spectacle overtly mooners did it many moons ago. It is also pain-
addressing itself as fantasy. Through his adept fully predictable that when the abstemious
manipulation of the black comedy tradition, he A my Lee agrees to join the other two in bour-
builds a sense of unreality beneath the movie’s bon (“Well, maybe just a teeny one") she’s
consummate display of Hollywood illusion- going to have a teeny one too many,
ism. The result is an impedance of the viewer’s Not only is Mclure’s device of using liquor as
suspension of disbelief. Within the present a truth serum tiresome (O’Neill, Albee and Wil- 
social context, such an effect can only render liams all did it earlier and better), it does not
the project innocuous, no matter how caustic even cause the characters to make any very
or subversive its message may be. It becomes interesting revelations about themselves. The 
just another tolerable exception to the rule of women in Come Back To The Five and Dime,
contemporary mass entertainment. Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean (which this play

Still, m a cultural marketplace overstocked superficially resembles) found much more to 
with Goonies and Golden Ponds, this is a some- confess while quaffing Orange Crush. This “in 
what refreshing item. \iPrizzi’s Honor is a fable vino veritas” business has been in cliché coun-

not to be taken literally" as Time's Richard try for some time now, and playwrights need to 
Schickel argues, it at least should be taken a lot seek fresher methods to provoke their creations 
more seriously than its “adult comedy” market into soul-baring. They also need to come up 
label recommends. with more shocking skeletons from the closet

are

Selections from the Permanent Collection WANTED: CHRISTIAN DAY-CAREProfessor on sabbatical leave requires 
accomodation for two in Etobicoke area, or 
Steeles AVe. W. area from September 1, 
1965 to June 30, 1966.
Responsible: Reference available

Art Gallery of York University 
Ross Building, Room N. 145

Open all summer, six days a week 
Monday-Friday 10-5, Sundays 12-5

SCHEDULED OPENING

MAY 1st
Contact: Ms. Marjory Campbell, M.S.W., 
School of Social Work, Memorial Univer
sity, Sl John’s Newfoundland, A1B 3X8

Phone: Area Code 709
Business - 737-8165 
Home - 895-2230

INQUIRIES 8. REGISTRATION:
FAITH LUTHERAN DAY-CARE CENTRE 
96 HUCKNALL RD.
(OOWNSVIEW: OFF SENTINEL RD. SOUTH OF FINCH AVE. W.)

Public tours, workshops.

633-3807For further information call 
667-3427Kwhuk "Baffin Woman" Stonecut
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because it sees Parker returning to 
his R&B/Rock roots, he does * 
deviate from his old sound with a few 
musical styles he has not used before. 
“Wake Up (Next to You)” captures 
a sweet soul groove, reminiscent of 

So far, Graham Parker has had only Motown, but avoids the sterile
middling success in the 80’s, due lar- Motown mimcry of so many of
gely to his failure to find musicians Parkers’ fellow Brits these days,
to replace The Rumour, the backing “Take Everything", a fast pop
band that made him one of the most jumper about capitalist values
intense sounds of pre-punk England. reminds one of the 80’s pop of a band

But with his new backing band, like the GO-GOs. Befitting its title,
The Shot, and Steady Nerves, Parker “Black Lincoln Continental" is
has released an album that is the another speedy rocker, with a quasi
musical successor to Squeezing Out rockibilly riff and Brinsley
Sparks, his great 1979 LP. The Shot Schwartz’s slide guitar. This song
at least shares a knowledge of could almost be compared to Bruce
Parker’s roots, which go far beyond Springsteen’s latest work if Parker’s
the session flunkies he has used in the lyrics did not satirize the part of
last few years. America played out in the dream

The driving support the band vehicle rather than romanticize its 
gives him is immediately established image as Springsteen tends to.
on “Break Them Down”, a song The only song that seems a throw- 
about the aggressions of Christian away of the eleven songs on the 
missionaries towards the natives of . album is “The Weekend’s Too 
the third world. The tone of defiance Short". The ’living for the weekend’ 
that is established on “Break Them posturing on this track is a bit super-
Down” is shared by most of the ficial for a man who once told us «
songs on the album. Even the (Squeezing Out Sparks) that “Satur- 
“romantic" songs are bluntly asser- day night is dead." 
live. “Mighty Rivers", despite its‘I’ll Though Steady Nerves is a crea-
love you until the rivers run dry’ cho- lion of the studio more than the pub 
rus works because of this assertion scene, the co-production of Parker 
and its honest, unselfconscious, lyr- and William Wittman brings Parker 
ics which carry the metaphor off.
“When You Do That to Me", 
another simply structured love song, 
holds back an undulating wave of 
passion due in part to the crescendo 
of the band over Parker’s vocals and 
acoustic guitar.

While Steady Nerves succeeds

Graham Parker and The Shot 
Steady Nerves 
(Electra/Asylum)
(Twin Tone)
• • •

Order, and proved that Joy Division 
ahd very much been a ‘group’ phe
nomenon; the album found itself 
buried by the ongoing success of 
“Closer" and “Still," Division 
albums released shortly after Cur
tis’s death.

It wasn’t until the group had 
scored some modest success with 
songs like “Ceremony” and “Every
thing’s Gone Green” that New 
Order emerged as a major British 
band, while North American ac
claim on any large scale eluded them 
until the more upbeat, dance- 
oriented offerings on Power, Corrup
tion, and Lies. Here again the group 
ran into the two-edged sword of a 
cult following. The disco-style 
“Confusion" released later in the 
same year was thought of as too 
“commercial," and met with hostil
ity from New Order/Joy Division 
purists.

But any fears that New Order were 
in the process of ‘selling out’ are 
likely to be laid to rest by Low-Life, 
released earlier this month. The 
commercial promise touched on by 
Power, Corruption, and Lies is still 
there, but on the whole the album is 
more of a return to basics for the 
band, the music here being more 
akin to 198l’s “Everything’s Gone 
Green" EP than it is the band’s more 
recent efforts. With the exception of 
“Face-Up” and “The Perfect Kiss," 
both upbeat singles with hit poten
tial, all of the tracks hold that plain
tive tinge of melancholy that forms 
the backbone of New Order’s best 
music. "This Time of Night," and 
the second side instrumental “Ele- 
gia” are both excruciatingly sad, 
while the overall effect of “Face- 
Up"—with lyrics like “As we grow 
old we lose our face/reflecting back 
the world’s disgrace" and a chorus of 
“Oh, how I cannot bear the thought 
of You" superimposed on a frantic, 
brassy dance tune—is strange in
deed, holding an ambiguous line 
between elation and pain. But then, 
the new New Order spend a good 
deal of their time anticipating their 
audience. Lyrics often allude to ear
lier New Order and Joy Division 
songs, while Bernard Sumner’s naive 
renderings are all the more effective 
when seen in the context of their 
highly poetic predecessors. On 
“Low-Life" Sumner’s classically 
weak but highly stylized vocals are 
up front as never before, while the 
rest of the production on the album 
marks a tasteful retreat from the 
sometimes muddied excess of earlier 
efforts. The only dud here is ‘sub
culture,’ a song which has all the 
ingredients but fails on the vocals, 
which demand more of Sumner than 
he is capable of producing.

up to date while avoiding the cold 
sound of his last two outings. 
Parker’s defiant snarl on one of the
cuts, “I can get by without the Rum
our," at last seems justified. Graham 
Parker has dispelled any thoughts 
that he is another 70s artist ready for 
the trash heap.
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—Kevin Connolly
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DANCE MAJOR AUDITIONS
Final auditions for 85/86 

undergraduate dance majors and 
minors will be held at York 

University, Burton Auditorium on 
Wednesday, August 7, 1985 from 
12:15 p.m.-4:30 p.m. For details, 

write or call:
Department of Dance, Faculty of Fine Arts 
York University, 4700 Keele Street.
North York. Ontario M3J 1P3 
(416) 667-3243

LET US PREPARE YOU 
FOR THE

OCTOBER 5,1985 LSAT
OR THE

OCTOBER 19,1985 GMAT
• Each course consists of 20 hours 

instruction for only $150 or 32 
hours for only $220

• Courses are tax deductible
• Complete review of each section 

of each test
• Extensive home study materials
• Your course may be repeated at 

no additional charge
Classes for the October 5 LSAT 
20 hour course Sept 27,28,29/85 
32 hour course Sept 14,15,28,29/85

Classes for the October 19 GMAT 
20 hour course Oct 12,13,14/85 
32 hour course Oct 6, 7,13,14/85
To register, call or write:

GMAT/LSAT 
Preparation Courses 
P.O. Box 597, Station "A" 
Toronto, Ontario M5W 1G7 
(416) 665-3377

been what one would call ‘normal.’
Emerging (miraculously, some 

would say) from the ashes of Cold 
Wave kings Joy Division, New 
Order’s prehistory has always been 
something of a mixed blessing. 
Laboring under the lingering 
shadow of dead Division singer Ian 
Curtis (the brilliant lyricist who 
committed suicide in 1980 on the eve 
of Joy Division’s first American 
tour; he has been called ‘the Jim 
Morrison of the ’80s), the band has 
worked through accusations of fas
cism (a ludicrous label derived, it 
seems, from old Joy Division album 
covers and the new band’s choice of 
names), the long bouts of post
mortem Curtis hysteria, and, hardest 
of all, the grudging re-acceptance by 
the cultish fans of their former band. 
While their brilliant, murky 1980 
debut Movement established New

New Order
Low-Life
(Factory)• • • •
New Order’s third full-length LP is 
better than even the most optimistic 
of the band’s fans could have 
expected. After the breakthrough 
popularity of 1983’s Power, Corrup
tion, and Lies the band came up with 
two thinly disguised pitches for a 
larger audience; the tuneless “Con
fusion” and the winsome but over
produced “Thieves Like Us,” both 
co-written and produced by Ameri
can funkster Arthur Baker. Under 
normal circumstances, the dance
floor success of both these efforts 
would be considered resoundingly 
positive for the band; but then, 
nothing about New Order’s circum
stances, past or present, has ever
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China Crisis
Flaunt the Imperfection
(Polygram)
• •'A
Aptly named, this third lp from 
what we’ve come to think of às a 
progressive pop band is quite a dis
appointment. While there are some 
fine songs on this record (the dreamy 
“Black Man Ray," “The Highest 
High," and “Strength of Character" 
to name three), the album as a whole 
suffers from an annoying “same
ness"; something of a surprise given 
the band’s two previous efforts. Last 
year’s Working With Fire and Steel, 
and the startling debut Difficult 
Shapes and Passive Rhythms, were 
both distinguished by an uncommon 
musical versatility, a diversity of 
rhythm and style noticeably lacking 
on Flaunt the Imperfection. Most of 
the songs here fall into the same 
category as a flew of ‘pleasant’ pop 
songs that have formed a steady 
stream from the British Isles in the 
wake of the expired new wave; faint 
praise for a band with proven talent.

The Replacements 
Let It Be

• •

While essentially rooted in American 
punk, as typified by the Ramones, The 
Replacements sport musical influen
ces as diverse as heavy metal, blues 
and new wave pop. Let It Be, their 
third album with the seminal garage 
band label Twin Tone Records, is a 
grab bag of songs along these lines. 
Though recommended for anyone 
seeking an interesting shake-up to 
their summer record collection, Let 
It Be suffers ultimately from a lack of 
consistency.

The force behind The Replace
ments is singer/songwriter/rhythm 
guitarist Paul Westerberg. Wester- 
berg’s rough voice is spirited and 
dominant; his songwriting at best is 
both personal and true to whatever 
musical style he attempts. “I Will 
Dare," a darkly tuneful pop ditty, 
and “Sixteen Blue," a country/blues 
wail, work because they stay con
trolled within the boundaries of their 
respective genres while expressing a 
bitter, heartfelt sense of loss— 
primarily that of the singer’s lost 
youth and adolescence.

Westerberg’s seriousness is 
admirable in these songs as he man
ages to avoid hints of pretentious
ness or self-parody. His honesty 
however does not excuse the self- 
indulgence in “Unsatisfied," an 
attempt at a ballad in which he 
assumes that a 12-string acoustic and 
a lap steel guitar will raise his con
cerns above the level of self-pity.

The songs that the other members 
of The Replacements share in writ
ing with Westerberg are all at the 
hardcore heavy metal end of The 
Replacements’ sound. There is spit
fire delivery in “Favorite Thing" and 
“We’re Coming Out” and humor in 
the ripping “Tommy Gets His Ton
sils Out," but by “Gary’s Got A 
Boner" on side two The Replace
ments are reduced to regurgitating 
tired heavy metal licks. Excepting 
maybe “Favorite Thing" and a 
headbanging instrumental, “Seen 
Your Video,” none of The Replace
ments’ “loud fast" songs really 
match the originality of the “pop" in 
“I Will Dare."

If The Replacements want to live 
up their aspirations—touching the 
ground opened up by both the 
Ramones and rem at the same 
time—there has to be a definite gel
ling of the band on all their material. 
As it stands now, Let It Be is an 
album which is just as erratic as it is 
ambitious.

IS* I
Though “King in a Catholic 

Style" adds some much-needed pep 
to the B-side, the following track 
lapses into formula funk; with the 
one exception there is none of the 
patented China Crisis blend of new 
wave and funk rhythm that spawned 
such hits as “Hanna Hanna" and 
“Working With Fire and Steel."

Walter Becker’s glossy produc
tion, though it adds a certain charm 
to individual tracks, on the whole 
tends to flatten the group’s sound, 
taking needed edge from Garry Daly 
and Eddie Lundon’s vocals and 
diluting already thin synthesizer 
backdrops. Becker also seems re
sponsible for the addtion of a brass 
section on most of the tracks.
Though the jazzy “Strength of 
Character" profits from the deci
sion, the balance of the record seems 
to provide only a rash of pat saxo
phone breaks. After what we’ve 
already heard from China Crisis, 
‘bland’ just doesn’t seem good 
enough.

—Kevin Connolly —Steve Baker
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SPORTS
York symposium nets 
hockey coaches from 
across North America À-,

'*
VIagreed in principle for him to come 

but he had prior commitments. We 
might try again.”

by NICK LAPICIRELLA §§§1
.Recently, on a balmy weekend in 

June, York University once again 
was host to some of the most success
ful hockey coaches around, who 
came to participate in the Elite 
Hockey Symposium.

About 150 coaches attended the 
three day seminar, including such 
dignitaries as Dave King from the 
Canadian Olympic Team, Bob 
Johnson of the Calgary Flames, and 
Roger N ielson, assistant coach of the 
Chicago Black Hawks. Also attend
ing were a range of people from the 
rest of the hockey world, from the 
national and professional ranks to 
those involved in minor hockey 
programmes.

The Symposium host Dave 
Chambers, who led the York Yeo
men to the national championship 
last year, considers this year’s sym
posium a success, although its timing 
conflicted with the National Hockey 
League draft.

As well as facing off in seminar 
groups to wrangle with some of the 
finer points of the business, the 
guests came to hear speakers like 
King and Johnson, who Chambers 
says help to give the symposium 
credibility. “Its always been our phi
losophy to get the best possible peo
ple to speak” Chambers said.

Chambers said there will be 
another symposium again next year, 
and that the organizers will try to 
feature some international hockey 
dignitaries.

“This is the only year we haven’t 
had European coaches” Chambers 
said. “We did try to get Tihkonov, 
the Soviet coach, and they had

□
Seminar notes: York Yeomen goalie 
coach Steve Knish spoke on Sunday 
morning on the psychological theory 
behind the coaching of goaltenders. 
Knish drew from his experience with 
York netminder Mark Applewhaite 
to illustrate his coaching tech
nique...Seminar Coordinator Dave 
Chambers was not present on the 
final day of the seminar, he was in 
Calgary coaching the national under 
18 hockey team, preparing the squad 
for their upcoming international 
matches...There were a 
number of on ice lectures on practice 
drills conducted at Chesswood 
Arena. York’s own Ice Palace was

unavailable for the seminar because 
of a lack of ice. The arena is reserved 
over the summer months for a local 
ball hockey league.
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THE ICEMAN TEACHETH: York goalie coach Steve Knish (above) 
demonstrates some of the finer points of psychological theory. Olympic 
hockey coach Dave King (inset) ponders his next coaching move.

Coach King on Canucks and colleges
Any good Canadian college team can go money in sports scholarships. 

It’s a little tough for our players 
to play here. It’s not as much of a 
profile thing and you invest a lot 
of time with little financial incen
tive. Many players have to give 
up study time to play, but in the 
long run it’s a good investment 
and 1 think college hockey is 
excellent. I think it’s very good 
hockey. The coaching is out
standing right across the 
country.
Excal—Do the athletes get the 
best teachers?
DK—You look back at the 
national University hockey champion 
ships and you saw Michel Bou- 
chut of Ottawa, Tom Watt from 
University of Toronto, Dave 
Chambers from here and Claire 
Drake from the University of 
Alberta. Those are pretty out
standing coaches. There’s just no 
question that the quality of peo
ple really do an excellent job with 
the players and Canadian college 
hockey, I think, has always had 
excellent coaching.
Excal—Do you feel we should 
fade out our junior system and 
concentrate on a strong Univer
sity program?
DK—I wish the financing was 
there that would offer scholar
ships and would interest each 
player to stay in Canada and 
play, but junior hockey has been 
around a long time. It seems the 
levels available to young players 
at all levels, from Canadian Col
leges, American College to 
Major Junior A are so good that 
there are better options available 
for a player today.

Dave King, who is the coach of down to the United States and compete well
Canada’s 1988 Olympic hockey 
team, and who coached the 1984 
Olympic team, was a featured 
speaker at the York-hosted Elite 
Hockey Coaching Symposium.
The Symposium, which took 
place June 14-16, attracted many 
great hockey minds. Excalibur's 
Nick Lapiccirella interviewed 
King.

enough to win.
Excal—I want to first ask you 
about the Vancouver Canucks 
offer and why you eventually 
decided against what has been 
said to be a substantial offer in 
your direction from the 
Canucks.
DK—Initially I did accept. It

looked pretty good and so I 
thought about it. I decided I 
wanted to be released from my 
contract with Hockey Canada, 
but then after much thought I felt 
that I had an obligation to fulfill 
not only to Hockey Canada but 
to the athletes as well.
Excal—Did it matter to what 
team you were going to? Did 
Vancouver’s position in the 
standings make you shy away 
from them?
DK—It was actually a pretty 
good situation in Vancouver 
because the team had the poten
tial to move up in the standings. 
They have good ownership and 
they will spend the money to 
make the team competitive and 
I’m from Western Canada too 
which would have given me a job 
right in my backyard. It was 
really attractive to consider. 
Excal—I want to ask you about 
the University program in gen
eral. You were formally involved 
with the University of Saskat
chewan. Do you feel that com
pared to the United States where 
they offer Hockey scholarships, 
we could make improvements to 
our program?
DK—Well the calibre of our 
hockey is very good. Any good 
Canadian College team can go 
down to the United States and 
compete well enough to win, but 
there is no question that the Uni
ted States colleges invest their
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